
Inline XBRL Viewer 
Comprehensive XBRL-powered analysis and validation tool

to maximize quality and minimize filing errors

Analyze Financial Data
Read Contextual Information

Our Inline XBRL Viewer is the only
viewer that overlays historical data
within the current filing for instant

trending analysis and benchmarking.

Industry-Standard Validations
Extensive Quality Checks

Comply with accuracy and confidence.
Execute extensive validation checks

before you file with the SEC: including
EFM, DQC, Revision Checks, and more.

Financial Reporting and
Disclosure Requirements

Review the filing for all disclosure
requirement topics. Our platform
checks against both US-GAAP and

IFRS accounting standards.



IMPROVE YOUR INLINE XBRL FILINGS BEFORE SUBMISSION
Inline XBRL improves upon traditional XBRL by placing previously unavailable
context at the viewer's fingertips. XBRL was arguably the biggest change to
come along whereas to enable machine-readable financial data. Inline XBRL is
how we advance toward the common goal of providing better data in the
digital reporting era.

Meet idaciti.

Access to the comprehensive set of
validation rules
 
To ensure compliance, the validation
against EFM and DQC is built-in. The
viewer takes you to the facts where
validation errors are detected. Details are
explained, there is no guesswork, you can
review and correct the errors with ease.

Navigate and search the filings with
flexible options
 
You can navigate to find data in multiple
ways. Use the reporting "SECTIONS" to
locate specific statement or footnote. Use
"SEARCH" to isolate specific facts, or use
"FILTERS" to view a subset of reported items
(i.e., custom tags or items that are negative).

Find reported data based on authoritative
codification  by FASB and IASB
 
We organize the reported items by disclosure
topic. We make it easy to find data reported
for any specific topic (i.e., Leases, Revenue
Recognition, Risks and Uncertainty). The
reviewer enables you to use the DR checklist
to verify the appropriate XBRL tag selections.

Export validation and disclosure
requirements reports 
 
You can download the list of all validation
errors and consistency checks to an Excel
report for sharing and distribution. You
can also export the DR topics reported and
not reported for further review by internal
and external reviewers.

idaciti provides custom validity and
consistency checks 
 
With idaciti, you can check XBRL tags added
or dropped compared to the last filing,
review groups of same-value facts tagged
with different XBRL tags to ensure
consistency. Large variances analysis and
revisions check provide additional assurance
of high data quality.  

Interactive data visualization in the
context of the filing
 
View trending data for any reported fact in
the filing. We support trending for both
consolidated and segmented data items
(i.e., revenue by geographical region or by
product). You can also create a custom
peer group to benchmark.
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Check for Validation Errors
Benefit from the validation rules developed
by XBRL-US and industry experts - EFM (SEC
EDGAR Filing Manual), and DQC (XBRL-US
Data Quality Checks). We show all
validation errors and take you to review the
facts that triggered these errors.
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Upload your draft filing
We provide a secure way for you to
upload the pre-filing iXBRL packages you
want to check. You can upload multiple
versions and have the option to then
keep them in our database for as long as
you need.

Check for Consistency
Make sure your XBRL tag selection is
consistent across multiple reporting
periods and to verify there are no
unintended data revisions from previous
reporting periods.  

Verify Disclosure Requirements
Make sure all the topics applicable to your
filing are covered by the appropriate tag
selection. Select important topics and
navigate to view all facts. Download a
comprehensive DR checklist report for
additional review.

Trending and Benchmarking
Take advantage of the true power of Inline
XBRL. The tagged data enables you to
perform instant analysis and ensure the
reported numbers are accurate.

SOC 2 TYPE 2 Secure Environment

Aim for zero DQC errors and know why
certain EFM errors existed.

Examine elements added and
removed to ensure consistency

Check DR topics to verify the XBRL
tags applied are appropriate

Click on any fact to view trending
chart. Optionally benchmark against

your peer group.



The single version of the truth is the primary benefit of Inline XBRL, and the single document
format also provides other benefits that investors and corporations can ONLY get from iXBRL-
formatted financial reports. Since each data point has metadata attached to it, it's now possible
for applications that can read XBRL and have access to historical data sets to plot trending data
right in the filing. 
 
With idaciti's Inline XBRL Viewer, you can comply with accuracy and confidence. Execute an
extensive set of validation checks with just a few clicks.
 

TURN DATA INTO INSIGHTS
450 Lexington Ave.

New York, NY 10017
Hello.idaciti.com

sales@idaciti.com

 
                                                           Compliance Made Easy.
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